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1. Kana 

The modern Japanese writing system is universally recognized as the most 
complicated system still in use in the world today (Sampson 1985:172–173; 
Sproat 2000:154; Gnanadesikan 2009:113). There is no need to go into all 
the details here, but it will be important to understand some of the spelling 
conventions in the two parallel quasi-syllabaries, hiragana 平仮名  and 
katakana 片仮名 (referred to collectively as kana 仮名). For most children 
in Japan, the first step on the path to literacy is learning hiragana. In 
material aimed at adults, native Japanese words and Sino-Japanese words 
are often written (at least partly) in Chinese characters (kanji 漢字), and 

* Early versions of this paper were presented at the 14th Cognitive Neuropsychology 
Society Conference in Nagoya (September 2011) and at a monthly meeting of the 
Tokyo Circle of Phonologists (January 2012). I am grateful to both audiences for 
their constructive feedback. 
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loanwords from languages other than Chinese are usually written in kata-
kana, but any Japanese word can be spelled entirely either in hiragana or 
in katakana. The headwords in a dictionary are normally displayed in kana, 
and the order of the entries is determined by their kana spellings. 

2. Long Vowels and Vowel Sequences 

Modern Tōkyō Japanese has five contrasting short vowels, which are 
almost always transcribed phonemically as /i e a o u/. There is also a full 
set of contrasts between short and long vowels, although none of these 
length contrasts has a very high functional load (Vance 2008b:56–57). 
Phonetically, short and long vowels are distinguished entirely by 
differences in duration, with no perceptible differences in vowel quality. 
The examples in (1) illustrate three of the five contrasts.1 

 
(1) [kɑdo] 角 ‘corner’     [biɾɯ] ビル ‘building’ [kɯɾo] 黒 ‘black’ 
 [kɑːdo] カード ‘card’  [biːɾɯ] ビール ‘beer’ [kɯːɾo] 空路 ‘air route’ 

 
There are two viable choices for a phonemic analysis of the long vowels. 
One possibility is to analyze a long vowel as two short vowels in a row: /ii 
ee aa oo uu/. This analysis corresponds to the way long vowels in native 
and Sino-Japanese words are most often spelled in hiragana. For example, 
okāsan お母さん ‘mother’ is spelled 〈おかあさん〉 (o ka a sa n). The other 
possibility is to analyze a long vowel as a short vowel followed by a 
lengthening phoneme. Although /R/ has probably been the most popular 
transcription for this phoneme among linguists writing in Japanese, I 
adopted /H/ in a recent textbook (Vance 2008b:58), representing the five 

1 Throughout this paper, /u/ is transcribed phonetically as [ɯ], using the IPA symbol 
for a high back unrounded vowel, although the phonetic facts are more complicated 
that this transcription suggests (Vance 2008b:54–56). 
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long vowels as /iH eH aH oH uH/. This lengthening-phoneme analysis 
corresponds to the way long vowels in loanwords are most often spelled in 
katakana, as in 〈カード〉 (ka − do) for kādo ‘card’ and 〈ビール〉 (bi − ru) for 

bīru ‘beer’ in (1). Notice that the katakana length mark 〈ー〉 corresponds to 
the macrons in the romanizations. 

Modern Tōkyō Japanese also allows any sequence of two vowels in a 
row, although some of these sequences are rare or nonexistent unless the 
two vowels are on opposite sides of a morpheme boundary (Vance 
2008b:61–62). When the sequence consists of two vowels with the same 
quality, the vowels are in separate syllables. For example, chīku チーク 
‘teak’ is pronounced [cɕiːkɯ], with a long vowel, but chiiku 知 育 
‘intellectual training’ is pronounced [cɕi*ikɯ], where [*] represents vowel 
rearticulation, i.e., a brief dip in intensity (Bloch 1950: 105–106; Martin 

1952:13).2 The double-vowel phonemic analysis of long vowels blurs the 
distinction between [Vː] (a long vowel) and [V*V] (two short vowels 
separated by vowel rearticulation), as pointed out many years ago by 
Kindaichi (1950). But this problem disappears if syllable boundaries are 
marked, as in /i.i/ vs. /ii/, and my position is that the vowel+length 
analysis and the double-vowel analysis are both reasonable and not 

mutually exclusive (Vance 2008b:60–61).3 The diagrams in (2) illustrate 
by using a CV skeleton to represent “timing” information (Clements and 
Keyser 1983; Kenstowicz 1994:395–416). In this kind of representation, a 
long vowel is a single vowel quality linked to two adjacent V slots. The na-

2 Although [*] is not an IPA symbol, Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996:76–77) adopt it 
for transcribing vowel rearticulation in the Papuan language Gimi. 

3 There is almost always a morpheme boundary (at least arguably) where vowel 
rearticulation appears, but a word meaning ‘flame’, written with the kanji 〈炎〉, is an 
interesting exception. Even though this word is synchronically monomorphemic, 
some Tōkyō speakers have vowel rearticulation where there used to be a boundary, 
that is, some speakers treat it as /ho.no.o/, although others treat is as /ho.noH/ (Vance 
2008b:61–62). 
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tive word chīsa 小さ ‘small’ has a long vowel in its first syllable and is nor-
mally listed in dictionaries under the hiragana spelling 〈ちいさ〉 (chi i sa). 
The recent loan chīzu ‘cheese’ has the same long vowel in its first syllable 
and is normally listed in dictionaries with the katakana spelling 〈チーズ〉 
(chi − zu). 

 
(2)  

SYLLABLES  σ  σ   σ  σ 

 
 SKELETON C V V C V C V V C V 
   

QUALITIES č i s a č i z u 
 ちいさ チーズ 

       

The shading in (2) shows that the 〈い〉 (i) in the hiragana spelling on the 
left corresponds to both the second V slot in the syllable and the linked 
vowel quality, whereas the 〈ー〉 (−) in the katakana spelling on the right 

corresponds to the V slot and the link but does not include the vowel 
quality. Notice, incidentally, that the lengthening-phoneme analysis of long 
vowels indirectly encodes syllable information, since /H/ is always in the 
same syllable as the preceding segment. 

3. Kana Spelling Reform 

One of the many post-World War II reforms of the Japanese writing system 
was the adoption of so-called modern kana usage (gendai-kana-zukai 現代仮
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名遣い) in 1946.4 The modern kana spellings of the long vowel /oH/ 
constitute one of the few instances in which the reform failed to achieve a 
consistent match between spelling and modern Tōkyō pronunciation. In 
the system today, the most common hiragana spelling of /oH/ represents 
the length with the letter 〈う〉 (u), which by itself represents /u/, rather 
than with 〈お〉 (o), which by itself represents /o/. This peculiarity of 
hiragana spelling is an important part of the explanation for the spread of 
the romanization 〈ou〉 for /oH/. 

The modern kana spelling system was reaffirmed, with a few small 
revisions, in a cabinet notification (naikaku kokuji 内閣告示) issued on July 
1, 1986 (Bunka-chō 1986). The basic principle is that spelling should 
follow modern pronunciation, but there are some exceptions, and these are 
explicitly noted. The exceptions are attributed to respect for traditional 
spelling practices, and the spellings of /oH/ are the most problematic of 
these exceptions. The long vowels are mentioned individually (Bunka-chō 
1986:4), and the spelling of a syllable containing each long vowel other 
than /oH/ is described as (C)V1+V1. As noted above in §2, this is how long 
vowels in native Japanese and Sino-Japanese words are most often spelled 
in hiragana, as in 〈くうき〉 (ku u ki) for /kuHki/ 空気 ‘air’. For /oH/, 
however, the default rule is to use a letter for (C)/o/ followed by the letter 
for /u/, i.e., 〈う〉. For example, /toHdai/ 灯台 ‘lighthouse’ is spelled 〈とうだ

い〉 (to u da i). There were several different ways to spell /oH/ before the 
1946 reform (in so-called historical kana usage: rekishi-teki kana-zukai 歴史

的仮名遣い), but (C)/o/+/u/ was the most common. Thus, in the case of 
/oH/, the respect for traditional spelling practices produced a mismatch 
between spelling and modern Tōkyō pronunciation in a huge number of 
words. To make matters worse, the vowel sequence /ou/ is possible and is 

4 Seeley (1991:136–187) provides a historical account of the postwar reforms. Yoshida 
and Inokuchi (1962:  667–684) reproduce the complete text of the 1946 cabinet 
proclamation. 
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spelled the same way. For example, /koHši/ 講師 ‘instructor’ and /kouši/ 
子牛 ‘calf’ are both spelled 〈こうし〉 (ko u shi), and /hiroH/ 疲労 ‘fatigue’ 
and /hirou/ 拾う ‘pick up’ are both spelled 〈ひろう〉 (hi ro u). 

On the other hand, a few instances of /oH/ are spelled differently, that 
is, there are exceptions to the exception. There is a set of words in which 
/oH/ has to be spelled like other long vowels, that is, (C)/o/+/o/ rather 
than (C)/o/+/u/. Thankfully, this set is fairly small. The 1986 cabinet no-
tification gives a list (although not a complete list), and offers the 
following explanation: the long vowel /oH/ is spelled (C)/o/+/o/ when 
the pre-reform spelling had 〈を〉 (wo) or 〈ほ〉 (ho) as the second letter 
(Bunka-chō 1986:6). In the words of interest, these two letters both 
represented /wo/ at an earlier time in the history of the Japanese language, 

but /w/ was subsequently lost.5 In the case of morpheme-internal two-
syllable sequences of the form (C)/owo/, the usual outcome in modern 
Tōkyō Japanese is a single long syllable of the form (C)/oH/, not a two-

syllable sequence of the form (C)/oo/.6 Some examples are given in (3). 
 
 

5 When hiragana first came into use around 900, the letter 〈ほ〉 (ho) represented Early 
Middle Japanese EMJ/po/ (Kiyose 1985; Frellesvig 2010:201–205). Most instances of 
word-initial [p] subsequently changed to [ɸ] and later to [h], and in compounds, 
word-medial but morpheme-initial [p] typically followed the same path, as in 
/hacu+hana/ 初花  ‘first flower’ (cf. EMJ/patu+pana/). In contrast, most instances of 
morpheme-internal [p] have disappeared as a result of a different sequence of 
changes: [p]> [w]>Ø. Historical kana spelling reflects the distinction between 
morpheme-internal EMJ/p/ and EMJ/w/ before they merged as [w]. For a more complete 
account of the changes that EMJ/p/ has undergone, including many details that are not 
directly relevant here, see Frellesvig (2010:201–210). 

6 There may have been an intermediate stage in the change from [owo] to [oː], with a 
syllable boundary marked phonetically by vowel rearticulation: [o*o] (see §2). 
Vowel rearticulation is not especially salient perceptually, however, and in modern 
Tōkyō Japanese, where it usually corresponds to a morpheme boundary (as noted in 
§2), a word that has [V*V] in careful pronunciation is likely to have [Vː] instead in 
rapid speech (Vance 1987: 14). Even if [*] really did develop when [w] in [owo] was 
first lost, it is no surprise that it later disappeared morpheme-internally. 
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(3)  (C)/o/+/u/ (C)/o/+/o/ 
 /toH/ 塔 ‘tower’: とう (to u) /toH/ 十 ‘ten’: とお (to o) [< と 

を (to wo)] 
 /oHi/ 王位 ‘kingship’: おうい (o u i) /oHi/ 多い ‘numerous’: おおい  

(o o i) [< おほい (o ho i)] 

 
Except for a few people with specialized academic interests, no one 
educated after World War II knows the historical spellings of words 
containing /oH/, and present-day schoolchildren simply have to memorize 
the words in which /oH/ is spelled (C)/o/+/o/. Not surprisingly, even 

well-educated adults sometimes make mistakes.7 
Interestingly, as Seeley (1991:143–144) recounts, the Japanese 

Ministry of Education had tried to impose new rules for kana spelling in 
elementary-school textbooks in 1900, and one of these rules was to use a 
line to represent vowel length, just as in modern katakana representations 
of loanwords (see §2 above). For example, /uNdoH/ 運動 ‘exercise’ was to 

be spelled 〈うんどー〉 (u n do −).8 This spelling technique could have 

eliminated all the confusion surrounding /oH/. Unfortunately, however, it 
was restricted to Sino-Japanese words, and historical spellings were 
retained for native Japanese words. Not surprisingly, this half-hearted 
reform was not well received, and the Ministry of Education rescinded the 
new kana spelling rules in 1908. It was not until 1946 that historical kana 

7 My favorite example of a misspelling of /oH/ appears in a book with the title Nihongo 
no seishohō 日本語の正書法 ‘Japanese orthography’ (Koizumi 1978:244). A sentence 
beginning sude ni nobeta tōri ‘as I have already said’ somehow made it into print with 
/toHri/ ‘way’ spelled 〈とうり〉 (to u ri). When this word is used figuratively to mean 
‘way’ rather than literally to mean ‘street’ or ‘road’, it is often written entirely in 
hiragana, but the correct hiragana spelling is 〈とおり〉 (to o ri). I owe this example to 
several students in a Japanese phonology course I taught in 2011 for the Summer M. 
A. Program in Japanese Pedagogy at Columbia University. 

8 The modern kana spelling of this word is the same as the historical spelling: 〈うんどう〉 
(u n do u). 
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spellings were finally replaced for good, this time across the board, and as 
explained above, a consistent spelling for /oH/ was not adopted. 

School teachers are still struggling with the inconsistency, and as 
Tanahashi (2012:30–31) reports, it has led to the bizarre practice of 
replacing an author’s original length mark 〈ー〉 with 〈う〉 (u) in stories 
reproduced in elementary-school textbooks. Writers often use 〈ー〉 in 
words otherwise spelled in hiragana to represent emphatic vowel 
lengthening as opposed to phonemic vowel length. For example, writing 
/sugoi/ ‘amazing’ as 〈すごーい〉 (su go − i) indicates that the lexically short 

second vowel /o/ has been elongated (by some indeterminate amount) to 
highlight the word. In textbooks for elementary-school children, however, 
the general principle is to avoid the length mark, and consequently, 〈すごー

い〉 (su go − i) is “corrected” to 〈すごうい〉 (su go u i). 

It has also become increasingly common in recent years to spell /oH/ 
in loanwords with katakana 〈ウ〉 (u) instead of the length mark. For 
example, when a Japanese translation of the novel A Separate Peace by the 
American author John Knowles appeared in 1972, his surname was ren-
dered in katakana as 〈ノールズ〉 (no − ru zu), but when the American singer 

Beyoncé Knowles released her first album in Japan in 2003, her surname 
was rendered as 〈ノウルズ〉 (no u ru zu). Both spellings represent the same 
pronunciation: /noHruzu/. The loanword based on English bowling is 
pronounced /boHriNgu/ but is usually written 〈ボウリング〉 (bo u ri n gu), 
probably to distinguish it visually from the homophonous loanword based 
on English boring ‘drilling holes’, which is usually written 〈ボーリング〉 (bo 

− ri n gu). 
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4. Disparity between /ou/ and /ei/9 

As mentioned in §2, any sequence of two vowels is phonotactically 
permissible in modern Tōkyō Japanese, including /ou/. There is, however, 
an interesting disparity between /ei/ and /ou/ that deserves comment. In 
careful pronunciation, native speakers distinguish the diphthong [ei] from 

the long vowel [eː], and this distinction is reflected in kana spelling.10 For 
example, the Sino-Japanese word seifu (/seifu/) 政府  ‘government’ is 
written 〈せいふ〉 (se i fu) in hiragana, and the recent loanword sēfu 
(/seHfu/) ‘safe’ is written 〈セーフ〉 (se − fu) in katakana. In the natural 

pronunciation that is typical of ordinary conversation, however, there is a 
strong tendency for /ei/ to be pronounced [eː], that is, just like /eH/. Thus, 
seifu ‘government’ and sēfu ‘safe’ are both likely to be pronounced [seːɸɯ]. 
In the case of /ou/, the two vowels are almost always on opposite sides of 
a morpheme boundary, as in koushi (/ko+uši/) 子牛 ‘calf’ (cf. /ko/ ‘child’, 
/uši/ ‘cow’). The pronunciation [oː] for /ou/ doubtless occurs in rapid 
speech, but it sounds sloppy in a way that [eː] for /ei/ does not. On the 
other hand, /eH/ cannot be pronounced as [ei], and it is not normal to 
pronounce /oH/ as [oɯ]. Of course, when the kana spelling of /oH/ uses a 
letter for /u/, it is possible to convey the spelling to a listener by pro-
nouncing it unnaturally as [oɯ]. 

The American Christian missionary James Curtis Hepburn (1815–
1911) published the first edition of his famous Japanese-English dictionary 
in 1867. The second edition appeared in 1872, and the third edition in 
1886. Hepburn changed his romanization system with each new edition, 

9 This section is based largely on the more detailed discussion in Vance (2008b:63–
68). 

10 The term diphthong is used here just to mean that the two vowels are in the same 
syllable. It does not imply an analysis of the vocalic portion of such a syllable as a 
single phoneme. Diphthongs in present-day Tōkyō Japanese are uncontroversially 
two-phoneme sequences (Vance 2008b:42). 
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and some of the changes show that he was uncertain about /ou/. For 
example, the entry for the verb omou 思う ‘think’ in the first edition has the 
romanization 〈omō〉, but Hepburn corrected the it to 〈omou〉 partially in 
the second edition and completely in the third edition. The system he 
adopted for the third edition is essentially the system recommended by the 
Rōmaji-kai 羅馬字会 ‘Romanization Club’ in 1885 (Yoshida and Inokuchi 
1962:289–303), and it is known today as Hepburn romanization (ヘボン式

ローマ字  Hebon-shiki-rōmaji) (Seeley 1991:139–140; Hachiya 2007:384). 
The Rōmaji-kai instructions prescribed a macron for all long vowels, but its 
authors cautioned against using macrons in certain instances, and most of 
these were words that clearly contained a sequence of two short vowels 
rather than a single long vowel. For example, the instructions specified 
〈omou〉 for omou ‘think’ (/omou/) and 〈sukuu〉 for sukuu 救う ‘rescue’ 
(/sukuu/), explicitly labeling 〈omō〉 and 〈sukū〉 as incorrect (Yoshida and 
Inokuchi 1962:297). 

Hepburn had nothing to say about the distinction between /eH/ and 
/ei/. In his first edition, the introduction explains that the macron in 〈ā ī ō 
ū〉 indicates vowel length, but there is no mention of the romanization 〈ē〉 
(Hepburn 1867: ix), and there do not appear to be any headwords 
containing /eH/. In the later editions, he retained only 〈ō ū〉 and replaced 
〈ā ī〉 with 〈aa ii〉, but there is still no mention of 〈ē〉 or 〈ee〉 in the front 

matter (Hepburn 1872:xii, 1886:xi).11 The second edition, however, does 
list nēsama 姉様 ‘elder sister’ as 〈nē-sama〉, with 〈ē〉 rather than 〈ee〉 for 

/eH/.12 On the other hand, for words that can be analyzed as containing 

11 In native and Sino-Japanese words, /oH/ and /uH/ are far more frequent than the 
other long vowels, and even Hepburn’s third edition lists only a very few loanwords 
from languages other than Chinese. Consequently, the number of headwords 
affected by replacing 〈ā ī〉 with 〈aa ii〉 was quite small. 

12 The 1886 third edition lists less formal /neHsaN/ 姉さん ‘elder sister’ as a headword, 
but it is romanized as 〈nesan〉, i.e., with a typographical error that leaves the vowel 
length unrepresented. 
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/ei/, Hepburn consistently used 〈ei〉 in all three editions. The 1885 
Rōmaji-kai recommendations explicitly specify 〈ē〉 for /eH/ (Yoshida and 
Inokuchi 1962:292), but no examples are provided. As for /ei/, the 
recommendations prescribe 〈ei〉 and caution that Sino-Japanese gei 芸 
‘artistic skill’ and zei 税 ‘tax’ must be written as 〈gei〉 and 〈zei〉, not as 
〈gē〉 and 〈zē〉. 

The 1986 reaffirmation of modern kana usage (see §3 above) 
maintains the corresponding kana spelling distinction between /eH/ and 
/ei/ but hints that there may not actually be a pronunciation distinction 
(Bunka-chō 1986:7). Among the examples cited are Sino-Japanese hei 塀 
‘fence’ and eiga 映画 ‘movie’, and such words are to be spelled 〈へい〉 (he i) 
and 〈えいが〉 
(e i ga), i.e., with 〈い〉 (i) rather than with 〈え〉 (e) for the second letter of 
the long syllable, regardless of whether they are pronounced with or with 
/eH/ or with /ei/. This caveat does not necessarily imply that there is no 
distinction between /eH/ and /ei/ in modern Tōkyō, but it does show that 
the authors of the 1986 cabinet notification were aware that the distinction 

is blurred in most dialects.13 

4.1. Songs 

The difference between /ei/ spelled (C)/e/+/i/ and /oH/ spelled 
(C)/o/+/u/ comes out clearly in songs. As an example of /ei/, consider a 

line from the well-known children’s song “Chūrippu” ‘Tulips’.14 The song 
includes the word kirei 奇麗 ‘pretty’, and sequence /rei/, which is probably 
a single long syllable, is assigned to two notes and sung as [ɾe]-[i]. This 
same word is typically pronounced [kʲiɾeː], but this way of singing it 

13 Hirayama (1998:170) provides a map showing an isogloss, far to the west of Tōkyō, 
between dialects that clearly maintain [ei] for /ei/ and those that do not. 

14 This song first appeared in 1932 (words by Miyako Kondō, music by Takeshi Inoue; 
Nobarasha Henshūbu 1985:95). 
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makes sense if the phonemic analysis /kirei/ is correct. There would be 
some explaining to do if the phonemic analysis were /kireH/. Of course, 
kirei is spelled 〈きれい〉 (ki re i) in hiragana, so it is possible to argue that 
the singing pronunciation is a kind of letter-by-letter spelling 
pronunciation. 

However, the treatment of the long vowel /oH/ suggests that this 
spelling-pronunciation explanation is not correct. For example, the word zō 
象 ‘elephant’ is spelled 〈ぞう〉 (zo u) in hiragana, but when this word is 
assigned to two notes in a song, it has to be sung [dzo]-[o], not [dzo]-[ɯ]. 
A well-known instance occurs in the children’s song “Zō-san” ‘Mr/Ms Ele-

phant’.15 

4.2. Speech Errors 

Phonemes are supposed to be psychological units, and speech errors 
sometimes provide evidence for a phonemic analysis. Speech errors that 
split the two moras of a long syllable are very frequent in Japanese. An 
attested example is intended /moH.taH.bai.ku/ モーターバイク‘motorcycle’ 
produced as /moi.taH.bai.ku/ (Kubozono 1989:254). This appears to be an 
anticipation error: the second mora /H/ of the first syllable has been 
replaced by the second mora /i/ of a later syllable. If the diphthong 
analysis /ei/ is correct for words like /kirei/ 綺麗 ‘pretty’, it should be 
possible for speech errors to split the second mora /i/ from the first mora. 
An attested example that seems to fit this description is intended /kaN.kei/ 
関 係  ‘relationship’ mistakenly produced as /kai.keN/ (Kubozono 
1989:252–255). This appears to be a transposition error: the second mora 
/N/ of the first syllable and the second mora /i/ of the second syllable 
have changed places. 

15 This song first appeared in 1945 (words by Michiyo Mado, music by Ikuma Dan; 
Nobarasha Henshūbu 1985:276). 
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Now consider the word /kaN.koH/ 観光 ‘sightseeing’, which is spelled 
〈かんこう〉 (ka n ko u) in hiragana. If this word were phonemically 
/kaN.kou/, we would expect a speech error transposing /N/ and /u/ to be 
possible: /kaN.kou/→/kau.koN/. No error of this kind is attested, however, 
and it strikes native speakers as impossible. 

4.3. Braille 

Japanese braille is kana-based in the sense that each braille letter 
corresponds to a letter in hiragana or katakana, although there is no 
hiragana-versus-katakana distinction. On the other hand, braille spelling 
deviates from conventional kana spelling in several interesting ways, 
including the representations of /oH/ (Nihon Tenji Toshokan 1996; 
Nakano 2011). The basic vowel letters are shown in (4). 

 
(4) /a/ /i/ /u/ /e/ /o/ /H/ 
 ア イ ウ エ オ — 
 ● – ● – ● ● ● ● – ● – – 
 – – ● – – – ● – ● – ● ● 
 – – – – – – – – – – – – 

 
A few of the basic CV letters are shown in (5). 

 
(5) /ka/ /ko/ /sa/ /se/ /či/ /to/ /fu/ 
 カ コ サ セ チ ト フ 
 ● – – ● ● – ● ● ● – – ● ● ● 
 – – ● – – ● ● ● ● ● ● ● – – 
 – ● – ● – ● – ● ● – ● – ● ● 

 
Notice that braille is alphabetic in the sense that (in most cases) the lower 
right portion of each letter represents a consonant and the upper left 
portion represents a vowel, as shown in (6). 
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(6) /ka/ /ko/ /sa/ 
 カ コ サ 
 ● – – ● ● – 
 – – ● – – ● 
 – ● – ● – ● 

 
Now consider the braille spellings of a few relevant words. Braille matches 
modern hiragana spelling in /eH/ ええ ‘yes’ 〈ええ〉 (e e) and /seifu/ 政府 
‘government’ 〈せいふ〉 (se i fu), with /ei/ represented as (C)/e/+/i/. For 
/eH/ in recent loanwords, braille has (C)/e/+length, as in modern 
katakana. The examples in (7) illustrate. 

 
(7) /e/ /e/ /se/ /i/ /fu/ /se/ /H/ /fu/ 
 エ エ セ イ フ セ ー フ 
 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● – ● ● ● ● – – ● ● 
 ● – ● – ● ● ● – – – ● ● ● ● – – 
 – – – – – ● – – ● ● – ● – – ● ● 

 
For /oH/, braille uses (C)/o/+/o/ when that is the modern kana spelling, 
as in tōka (/toHka/) 十日 ‘ten days’, which is written 〈とおか〉 (to o ka) in 
hiragana. Braille also matches kana spelling in the case of loanwords 
spelled with (C)/o/+length in katakana, as in kōchi (/koHči/) コーチ (ko 

− chi) ‘coach’. For words spelled with (C)/o/+/u/, however, braille does 

not match. Compare kōchi (/koHči/) 耕地  ‘cultivated land’, which is 
written 〈こうち〉 (ko u chi) in hiragana. The braille representations of these 
three words containing /oH/ appear below in (8). 

 
(8) /to/ /o/ /ka/ /ko/ /H/ /či/ /ko/ /H/ /či/ 
 ト オ カ コ ー チ コ ー チ 
 – ● – ● ● – – ● – – ● – – ● – – ● – 
 ● ● ● – – – ● – ● ● ● ● ● – ● ● ● ● 
 ● – – – – ● – ● – – ● – – ● – – ● – 

 
The point, of course, is that the loanword kōchi ‘coach’ and the 
homophonous Sino-Japanese word kōchi ‘cultivated land’ are spelled the 
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same in braille. In general, /oH/ is spelled in braille as (C)/o/+/o/ if the 
modern kana spelling is (C)/o/+/o/ and as (C)/o/+length otherwise. 

5. Romanization(s) 

All of the evidence considered so far supports the conclusion that most 
instances of hiragana (C)/o/+/u/ represent the long vowel /oH/ and not 
the sequence /ou/. Officially recognized romanization systems reflect this 
phonemic analysis. As noted above in §4, Hepburn romanization is named 
after the Hepburn of dictionary fame. A slightly modified version of the 
Hepburn system is widely used today in English-language publications 

about Japan.16 This modified Hepburn system has also been used for the 
headwords in some important dictionaries, including the 1954 third edition 
and the 1974 fourth edition of the authoritative Kenkyūsha’s New Japanese-
English Dictionary (Katsumata 1954; Masuda 1974). 

Kunrei romanization ( 訓 令 式 ロ ー マ 字  kunrei-shiki-rōmaji) was 
promulgated by the Japanese government in an official directive (kunrei) 
issued by the cabinet in 1937 (Hachiya 2007: 384). This system is a 
slightly modified version of Japan-style romanization (日本式ローマ字 
Nihon-shiki-rōmaji), which the physicist Tanakadate Aikitsu (1856–1952) 
proposed in 1881 (Seeley 1991:140). The Hepburn and Kunrei systems 
differ in their representations of several of the consonants of modern 
Tōkyō Japanese, but their representations of vowels are essentially 
identical. Vowel length is traditionally marked with a macron 〈ˉ〉 in 

16 The most conspicuous modification involves the representation of the moraic nasal 
/N/, which is realized as [mː] immediately preceding a bilabial stop or nasal. In all 
three editions of his dictionary, Hepburn used 〈m〉 for /N/ before /p/, /b/, or /m/, 
which he romanized as 〈p b m〉. The Rōmaji-kai followed the same principle (Yo-
shida and Inokuchi 1962:298). Modified Hepburn romanization always uses 〈n〉 for 
/N/, no matter what follows, as in 〈shinpo〉 for /šiNpo/ 進歩 ‘progress’ (instead of 
〈shimpo〉). 
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Hepburn romanization and with a circumflex 〈ˆ〉 in Kunrei romanization. 
Double vowel letters are permitted for long vowels when diacritics are 

problematic.17 What is relevant for present purposes is that both systems 
consistently distinguish /oH/ from /ou/, as the examples in (9) show. 

 
(9) /koHši/ 講師 ‘instructor’ /kouši/ 子牛 ‘calf ’ 
 hiragana: 〈こうし〉 (ko u shi) hiragana: 〈こうし〉 (ko u shi) 
 Hepburn: 〈kōshi〉 Hepburn: 〈koushi〉 
 Kunrei: 〈kôsi〉 Kunrei: 〈kousi〉 

 
The JR railway companies use a version of the Hepburn system, with 
macrons marking long vowels, as in 〈Tōkyō〉 for /toHkyoH/ 東京 on the 

station sign in the photo below on the left. 18  The Ministry of Land, 
Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism also uses a version of the Hepburn 
system on road signs, but usually leaves vowel length unmarked, as in 
〈TOMEI〉 for /toHmei/ 東名  (the name of the expressway connecting 
Tōkyō and Nagoya) on the sign in the photo below on the right. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs is quite permissive when it comes to 
romanizing names on passports, but it does not allow diacritics. A passport 
holder’s romanized name appears entirely in capital letters, and an 

17 Users often resort to a hyphen or an apostrophe to distinguish a sequence of two 
identical short vowels (see §2) from a long vowel, as in 〈Hiro’o〉 or 〈Hiro-o〉 for the 
place name /hiroo/ 広尾 vs. 〈hiroo〉 for /hiroH/ 疲労 ‘fatigue’. 

18 The JR companies generally follow the traditional practice of representing /N/ as 
〈m〉 before 〈p〉, 〈b〉, or 〈m〉 (see note 14 above), as in 〈Namba〉 for /naNba/ 難波 in 
Ōsaka. 
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applicant can choose 〈O〉, 〈OO〉, 〈OU〉, or 〈OH〉 (but not 〈Ô〉 or 〈Ō〉) for 
/oH/. As a result, the most common Japanese surname, /satoH/ 佐藤, 
which is spelled 〈さとう〉 (sa to u) in hiragana, can appear on passports as 
〈SATO〉, 〈SATOO〉, 〈SATOU〉, or 〈SATOH〉. Romanizing /oH/ as 〈OH〉 is 
also popular among professional baseball players for the surnames on the 
backs of their uniform shirts. 

This is not the place to go into the relative merits of the romanization 

systems for Japanese.19 The important here is that ordinary people are 
understandably confused by the lack of consistency, and it is easy to find 
examples of mixtures, as in 〈Kichijyoji〉 for the place name /kičiǰoHǰi/, 
which would be 〈Kichijōji〉 in Hepburn (with 〈j〉 for /ǰ/) and 〈Kitizyôzi〉 
in Kunrei (with  〈zy〉 for /ǰ/). 

6. Word Processing 

In the 1980s, dedicated word processors rapidly replaced Japanese 
typewriters (amazing but hard-to-use contraptions). These word processors 
were inexpensive enough that millions of people who had never considered 
using a Japanese typewriter began producing documents mechanically 
rather than by hand. More recently, dedicated word processors have 
almost completely disappeared because personal computers, which are 
much more versatile, have taken over. The word-processing programs that 
were hard-wired into dedicated word processors have been converted into 
software. 

Right from the start, there have been two basic input methods for 
Japanese text. One method uses a keyboard layout with a kana letter 
assigned to each key. Pushing a key causes a hiragana letter to appear on 

19 For discussion of the relationship between alternative romanizations and 
alternative phonemic analyses, see Vance (2008a, 2008b:225–232). 
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the screen. The other method uses the QWERTY keyboard layout and 
requires the user to type romanized Japanese. For example, when the user 
types ka, the hiragana letter 〈か〉 (ka) appears on the screen. Interestingly, 
this second method is far more popular. To make a word to appear in kanji, 
either partly or entirely, the user first inputs a string of hiragana letters and 
then pushes a conversion key (normally the space bar on a computer 
keyboard). The software responds by offering a possible representation. 
For example, if the user types umi, the hiragana letters 〈うみ〉 (u mi) 
appear on the screen. The first push of the conversion key will cause the 
kanji 〈海〉 to replace the two hiragana letters. The word umi ‘sea’, typically 
written with the kanji 〈海〉, is the most likely possibility here. A second 
push of the conversion key will cause another possibility to appear, since 
there are other words that match the same string of consonants and vowels 
(although they may differ in pitch accent). Additional pushes will bring up 
additional candidates. It may take several pushes, but eventually the kanji 
〈膿〉 will appear. The word umi ‘pus’, typically written with the kanji 〈膿〉, 
is infrequent but not obscure or obsolete. 

All Japanese word-processing programs will accept either Hepburn or 
Kunrei romanization. For example, to get 〈ふじ〉 (fu ji) to appear on the 
screen, the user can type Hepburn fuji, Kunrei huzi, or a mixture 
(fuzi or huji).20 To input a word with a long vowel, however, the 
user must use a romanization that matches the kana spelling. For example, 
to get the kanji 〈党利〉 for the word tōri ‘party interests’, the user must type 
touri, since this word is spelled 〈とうり〉 (to u ri) in hiragana. In 
contrast, to get the kanji-kana mixture 〈通り〉, which is the usual way to 

20 In fact, the programs are so forgiving that they will even return 〈ちゃ〉 (cha) in 

response to cya (cf. Hepburn 〈cha〉 and Kunrei 〈tya〉), 〈じょ〉 ( jo) in response to 

jyo (cf. Hepburn 〈jo〉 and Kunrei 〈zyo〉), etc. 
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represent tōri ‘street’, the user must type toori, since this word is 
spelled 〈とおり〉 (to o ri) in hiragana. 

As explained above in §3, 〈う〉 (u) is by far the most common way of 
representing the length of /oH/ in modern kana spelling. With the rapid 
spread of word processing, it is hardly surprising that 〈ou〉 has become the 
most popular way of romanizing /oH/ in Japan today, despite the fact that 
this spelling is allowed officially only as an exception on passports (see §5). 
Using 〈ou〉 for /oH/ instead of 〈ô〉 or 〈ō〉 is sometimes called wāpuro-shiki
ワープロ式 ‘word-processor-style’ romanization. Recall, however, that word 
processing requires 〈oo〉 for /oH/ when the word in question is one of 
those few that require hiragana 〈お〉 (o) to represent the length of /oH/, as 
in the case of tōri (/toHri/) 通り ‘street’: 〈とおり〉 (to o ri). A word-processor-
style romanization of this word would presumably be 〈toori〉, and the 
allomorph /doHri/ that appears in street names like Meiji-dōri 明治通り 
would be 〈doori〉. Nonetheless, examples like the one in the photo below 
are not hard to find. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
The dental clinic advertised on this sign is located on Daigaku-dōri 大学通り 
‘University Avenue’, but /doHri/ is romanized as 〈douri〉. Another word 
that requires hiragana 〈お〉 (o) for the length of /oH/, which came up 
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earlier in §4.3, is tōka 十日 ‘ten days; tenth day’: 〈とおか〉 (to o ka). 
Nonetheless, the tourist information map in the photo below romanizes 
tōka in Tōkamachi 十日町 ‘Tenth-day Town’ as 〈touka〉. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

It is a misnomer to call these last two examples of 〈ou〉 word-processor-
style romanizations. Typing douri will produce 〈どうり〉 on the screen, 
which will not covert to 〈通り〉, and typing touka will produce 〈とうか〉, 
which will not covert to 〈十日〉. 

The recent, virus-like spread of 〈ou〉 can be understood as a desperate 
struggle for consistency: 〈ou〉=/oH/. Recall, however, that the vowel 
sequence /ou/ also has to be romanized as 〈ou〉, so using 〈ou〉 for /oH/ 
does not actually achieve consistency. Nonetheless, given the bewildering 
inconsistencies in romanization that confront people every day, it is only 
natural for them to be confused about how to represent /oH/ and /ou/. 
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7. The Future 

As noted above in §4, Sino-Japanese seifu 政府 ‘government’ is written 〈せ
いふ〉 (se i fu) in hiragana, and the recent loanword sēfu ‘safe’ is written 〈セ
ーフ〉 (se − fu) in katakana. It was also pointed out that seifu can be 

[seiɸɯ] in careful pronunciation but is typically [seːɸɯ], that is, the same 
as sēfu, which can only be [seːɸɯ]. It has been suggested that the careful 
pronunciation with [ei] of words like seifu is a spelling pronunciation, 
motivated by knowledge of the kana spelling (Vance 2008b:65–66; 

Labrune 2012:40).21 The difference between [ei] and [eː] is very small, of 
course, but even if a diphthong has a much larger difference than [ei] does 
between its starting point and ending point, it is not at all unusual for it to 
change historically into a monophthong. 

The reason so many modern Japanese words have kana spellings that 
imply /ei/ is presumably that they were pronounced with [ei] when the 
relevant spelling convention was adopted. It is easy to imagine that, after 
this spelling convention became entrenched, /ei/ came to be pronounced 
as [eː], resulting in a merger of /ei/ and /eH/. If this scenario is accurate, 
it implies that the modern Tōkyō distinction between /ei/ and /eH/ has 
been resurrected relatively recently. If so, spelling pronunciation is the 
obvious explanation for the resurrection. 

Now consider the long vowel /oH/. Hiragana spellings with the length 
represented by 〈う〉 (u) are the overwhelming majority among native and 
Sino-Japanese words that contain /oH/ (§3), and the romanization 〈ou〉 
for /oH/ is the most popular in everyday life (§6). At present, words with 
/oH/ cannot be pronounced with [ou], no matter how they are romanized 
or spelled in kana (§4). The word for ‘elephant’ is still /zoH/ 象 , 
pronounced [dzoː], in Tōkyō today (§4.1), but is it possible that kana 

21 I am grateful to Gisaburō Kiyose for suggesting in an office conversation many 
years ago that such instances of [ei] originated as spelling pronunciations. 
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spelling, reinforced by unofficial romanization practice, could one day lead 
to to spelling pronunciations such as [dzoɯ], implying /zou/? Only time 
will tell. 
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Discussion : The mysterious popularity of 〈ou〉 
 in romanized Japanese 

 
 
 
 
 

KANG In-sun 
University of Sungkonghoe, Korea 

 
 
 

I am very grateful to you for your insightful and kind explanations of 
Japanese long vowel /oH/ notations. 

Your paper shows us the historical background for a present Japanese 
people's usage of <ou> as a long vowel notation for /oH/, since 'Kana 
Spelling Reform'(1946) has offered. Japanese people usually pronounce 
/oH/ as a long vowel, not as a diphthong, which is easily found in their 
songs, speech errors(transposition errors) and Japanese Braille. 

I am much impressed with the explanations that 'Hepburn 
romanization' and 'Kunrei romanization', their representations of vowels 
are essentially identical.  

This is a new information for me that 'The Ministry of Foreign Affairs' 
does not allow diacritics in romanized names of the passport holders.  

 
1) You said that there are so many mis-romanizations in Japan, which 
their street and place names written as <douri> and <touka>; This is 
the mysterious popularity of <ou>. Given the inconsistencies in 
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romanization, it reveals that people are being confused about how to 
represent /oH/ and /ou/. 

Furthermore, you suggested the idea that the long vowel /oH/ could 
be pronounced as a diphthong [oɯ] someday, as it is consistently written as 
<ou>. 

In my opinion, these mis-input problems in word-processing programs 
will eventually lead to the newly updated programs, which makes us able 
to input /toHri/ and /toHka/ by typing 'touri' and 'touka', while their 
pronunciation wouldn't be changed. What do you think about it? 

 
2) I think Japanese people usually do not prefer to use diacritics in 
writings. Could it be one of the reasons for '<ou>-spreading'?  
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